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Abstract                                                                                      

Video compression is an essential technique, especially in these days of continuous demand for 
higher resolution and faster framerate video. Several techniques for video compression exist 
nowdays, but the H.264 standard is among the most recognizable and frequently used. The last 
stage of said standard, is the implementation of a binary arithmetic coding algorithm, which 
utilizes arithmetic coding theory principals to achieve efficient encoding of the produced 
information. The standard of course, exist in software. A hardware implementation though, offers 
much higher efficiency at the cost of additional transistor count, which can be minute depending 
on the complexity of the algorithm. In this project, the main point of focus is implementing the 
algorithm CABAC as a hardware module using Verilog HDL in conjunction with the Xilinx  
Vivado Suite, simulated to validate its correctness and synthesized to be programmed in a 
ZedBoard FPGA.  A next step includes the use of high level synthesis, to automatically produce a 
hardware module for an existing C source file and implement enhancements and modification. As 
a final step, the created module will be appropriately interfaced and connected as a hardware 
accelerator to a Zynq processor, to create a unique SoC with binary encoding capabilities.
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PART A : Theoretical Background                    

1.  Introduction to Compression                                              

   In computer science and information technology, information coding is being deployed as a
means of utilizing less bits than the original representation. Compression can be lossy or lossless.
Lossless compression shortens the bit count without information loss. On the other hand, lossy
compression lessens the bit count by finding and removing needless information. The function of
shortening the size of a data file is called data compression.

   Compression is highly useful, due to the fact that it helps reducing needs in resources like data
storage or transmission bandwidth. Compressed data though, need to be decompressed in order to
be used. That extra process requires even more resources and costs. Data compression systems
design mandates compromises  between several factors, such as the degree of compression, the
level  of  data  distortion  (in  case  of  l  lossy  compression)  and  the  necessary  resources  for
compression or decompression.

     Compression algorithms usually utilize a form of static reduction  to losslessly shorten data, to
enable a reversing process. That kind of compression is viable because most real data show static
redundancies. For instance, instead of depicting an image as a series of “red pixel”, “red pixel” etc.
, data can be coded as “256 red pixels”.

There  are  many  programs  with  the  function  of  reducing  a  file  size  by  reducing  redundancy.
Lempel-Ziv compression method, is one of the most popular algorithms for lossless compression.
DEFLATE is another version of LZ, improved in matters of decompression speed and compression
analogy, but compression is of itself slow. DEFLATE is being deployed in PKZIP, Gzip, and PNG.
LZW (Lempel-Ziv-Welch)  is  being  used  on  GIF  images.  Worth  mentioning  is  also  the  LZR
(Lempel-Ziv-Welch) algorithm, which is the core for zip compression.

1.2  Compression and video

Video compression utilizes modern coding techniques to reduce redundancy in video data. The
majority of video compression algorithms use lossy compression, but there is always a tradeoff
between image quality and resources used. A heavily compressed video can appear quite distorted.
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   Some video compression schemas, work on square teams of neighboring pixels , usually called
macroblocks.  These  teams are  being compared between frames and the coder  sends  only  any
differences that occurred. In areas with much movement in video, coding requires larger numbers
of changing pixels, like during an explosion scene or panoramic views. To reduce such changes,
human perception is also being considered. Subtle differences in coloration or lighting may go
unnoticed by the naked eye,  so techniques like JPEG tend to normalize colors to a  degree to
further diminish the coding procedure.

1.3  CABAC and H.264

   Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding algorithm (CABAC) has been developed in the
context of ITU-T and ISO / IEC joint efforts for the development and specification of the H.264 /
AVC standard. CABAC has been utilized as a basic part of H.264 / AVC as well as the High
Efficiency  Video  Coding  (HVEC)  standard.  There  is  one  other  method  for  entropy  coding
deployed  by  H.264,  named  Context  Adaptive  Variable  Length  Coding  (CAVLC),  which  can
achieve  lower  complexity.  In  HEVC  though,  CABAC  is  the  sole  entropy  coding  technique.
CABAC design consists of a number of basic blocks as depicted in Image 1.1

Image 1.1 : CABAC structure
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1.3.1 Binarization

   In general, a binarization system defines a unique representation of element values, using binary
sequences, also called bins. Binarization design is based on some elemental standards, whose 

structure allows simple computation and which are  tailored to specific  appropriate probability
models. 

1.3.2 Context Modeling

   Following  the  decomposition  of  each  element  to  a  sequence  consisting  of  bins,  further
processing depends on a Coding Mode option, that can be regular, or situation bypass. The latter is
chosen for  bins that  are  connected to  the information signal  or  for  low priority  bins,  that  are
supposed to be evenly distributed and for which the classic binary arithmetic coding process is
bypassed. In the standard coding process, every bin value is being coded using standard binary
coding,  where  the  associated  probability  model  is  either  defined  by  a  static  choice,  without
Context Modeling, or is chosen adaptively depending on the model associated with the context. As
an important choice design-wise, the latter case is used on the most frequent bins, while the former
on the least frequent. 

1.3.3 Binary Arithmetic Coding

   In the lowest level of CABAC processing, each bin enters the binary arithmetic coder, either
with the classic or the bypass coding function that was described earlier. For the latter, a faster, less
complex portion of the coding function is deployed, while for the former, the coding of a given bin
depends on the real state of the associated context probability model.

   Probability  estimation on CABAC is  based on approximation table  that  uses  a  finite  state
machine (FSM), with indexed states as shown in image 1.2.

Image 1.2  : Entropy Diagram
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Every probability model on CABAC can take one of 127 different states associated with relative
probability p values between an interval [0.01875, 0.98125]. Let it be noted that even with the
distinction  between  least  probable  symbols  (LPS)  and  most  probable  ones  (MPS),  just  the
description of the LPS state can suffice for the representation of both. The method for the design of
the transition states was 

developed by Howard and Vitter, with the following transition rules regarding t to t+1.

Image 1.3 : LPS/MPS Transition rule
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2. Arithmetic Coding                                                        

2.1 The Algorihm

   In this section, there will be a presentation and analysis of the fundamental arithmetic coding
algorithm developed by Witten, Neal and Cleary, which became the basis for the Binary Arithmetic
Coding technique deployed on CABAC. 

   In arithmetic coding, a message is represented by an interval of real numbers between 0 and 1.
As the message becomes longer,  the interval  needed to represent  it  becomes smaller,  and the
number of bits needed to specify that interval grows. Successive symbols of the message reduce
the size of the interval in accordance with the symbol probabilities generated by the model. The
more likely symbols reduce the range by less than the unlikely symbols and hence add fewer bits
to the message.

   Before anything is transmitted, the range for the message is the entire interval [0, l), denoting the
half-open interval 0 ≤ x < 1. As each symbol is processed, the range is narrowed to that portion of
it allocated to the symbol. For example, suppose the alphabet is (a, e, i, O,u, !), and a fixed model
is used with probabilities shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 : Probability
distribution model

Imagine transmitting the message “eaii!”. Initially, both encoder and decoder know that the range
is [0, 1). After seeing the first symbol, e, the encoder narrows it to [0.2, 04], the range the model 
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allocates to this symbol. The second symbol, a, will narrow this new range to the first one-fifth of
it, since a has been allocated [0, 0.2). This produces [O.2, 0.26), since the previous range was 0.3
units long and one-fifth of that is 0.06. The next symbol, i, is allocated [0.5, 0.6), which when
applied to [0.2, 0.26) gives the smaller range [0.23, 0.236). Proceeding in this way, the encoded
message builds up as follows:

Initially                 [0, 1)

After seeing   e    [0.2, 0.5)

                       a    [0.2, 0.26)

                       i     [0.23, 0.236)

                       i     [0.233, 0.2336)

                       !     [0.23354, 0.2336)

   Image 2.1 shows another representation of the encoding process. The vertical bars with ticks
represent  the  symbol  probabilities  stipulated  by  the  model.  After  the  first  symbol  has  been
processed,  the model is  scaled into the range [0.2,  0.5), as shown in Image 2.1.   The second
symbol scales it again into the range [0.2, 0.26). But the picture cannot be continued in this way
without a magnifying glass! Consequently, Image 2.2 shows the ranges expanded to full height at
every stage and marked with a scale that gives the endpoints as numbers. 

Image 2.1 : Representation of the arithmetic coding process
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Image 2.2 : Representation of the Arithmetic Coding Process with the Interval Scaled Up at Each Stage

Suppose all the decoder knows about the message is the final  range,  [0.23354, 0.2336). It can
immediately  deduce  that  the  first  character  was  e.  Now it  can  simulate  the  operation  of  the
encoder:

Initially                  [0,1) 

After seeing e        [0.2, 0.5)

This makes it clear that the second character is a, since this will produce the range

After seeing a        [0.2, 0.26),

which entirely encloses the given range [0.23354, 0.2336). Proceeding like this, the decoder can
identify the whole message. It is not really necessary for the decoder to know both ends of the
range produced by the encoder. Instead, a single number within the range--for example, 0.23355-
will suffice. (Other numbers, like 0.23354, 0.23357, or even 0.23354321, would do just as well.)
However, the decoder will face the problem of detecting the end of the message, to determine
when to stop decoding. After all, the single number 0.0 could represent any of a, aa, aaa, aaaa, . . . .
To resolve the ambiguity, we ensure that each message ends with a special EOF symbol known to
both encoder and decoder. Symbol ! will be used to terminate messages, and only to terminate
messages. When the decoder sees this symbol, it stops decoding. 
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The entropy of the five-symbol message eaii! Is : 

             -log 0.3 - log 0.2 - log 0.1 - log 0.1 - log 0.1

                      = -log 0.00006 = 4.22

(using base 10, since the above encoding was performed in decimal). This explains why it takes
five decimal digits to encode the message. In fact, the size of the final range is 0.2336 - 0.23354 =
0.00006, and the entropy is the negative logarithm of this figure. Of course, we normally work in
binary, transmitting binary digits and measuring entropy in bits. Five decimal digits seems a lot to
encode a message comprising four vowels! It is perhaps unfortunate that our example ended up by
expanding rather than compressing. Needless to say, however, different models will give different
entropies. The best single-character model of the message eaii! Is the set of symbol frequencies
{e(O.2), a(0.2), i(O.4), !(0.2)}, which gives an entropy of 2.89 decimal digits. Using this model the
encoding would be only three digits long. Moreover, as noted earlier, more sophisticated models
give much better performance in general.

Image
3.3 :

Pseudocode for the Encoding and Decoding Process. 
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Image 3.3 shows a pseudocode fragment that summarizes the encoding and decoding procedures
developed in the last section. Symbols are numbered, 1, 2, 3 . . . The frequency range for the ith
symbol is from cum-freq[i] to  cum-freq[i - 1]. As i decreases, cum-freq[i] increases, and  cum-
freq[0]  = 1. (The reason for this “backwards” convention is that  cum-freq[0] will later contain a
normalizing factor, and it will be convenient to have it begin the array. The “current interval” is
[low, high), and for both encoding and decoding, this should be initialized to [0, 1). Unfortunately,
the code on Image 3.3 is overly simplistic. In practice, there are several factors that complicate
both encoding and decoding: 

  

    Incremental transmission and reception. The encode algorithm as described does not transmit
anything until  the entire  message has  been encoded;  neither  does the decode algorithm begin
decoding until  it  has received the  complete  transmission.  In  most  applications  an incremental
mode of operation is necessary. 

     The desire to use integer arithmetic.  The precision required to represent the  [low, high)
interval grows with the length of the message. Incremental operation will help overcome this, but
the potential for overflow and underflow must still be examined carefully. 

     Representing the model so that it can be consulted efficiently. The representation used for
the model should minimize the time required for the decode algorithm to identify the next symbol.
Moreover,  an  adaptive  model  should  be  organized  to  minimize  the  time-consuming  task  of
maintaining cumulative frequencies. 

2.2 Representing the Model 

  Implementations of models are discussed in the next section; here we are concerned only with the
interface to the model . In C, a byte is represented as an integer between 0 and 255 (a char).
Internally, we represent a byte as an integer between 1 and 257 inclusive (an index), EOF being
treated as a 257th symbol. It  is advantageous to sort the model into frequency order, so as to
minimize  the  number  of  executions  of  the  decoding  loop  .  To  permit  such  reordering,  the
char/index translation is implemented as a pair of tables, index-to-char[ ] and char-to-index[ ]. In
one  of  our  models,  these  tables  simply  form the  index  by  adding  1  to  the  char,  but  another
implements a more complex translation that assigns small indexes to frequently used symbols. The
probabilities in the model are represented as integer frequency counts, and cumulative counts are
stored in the array cum_freq[ ]. As previously, this array is “backwards,” and the total frequency
count, which is used to normalize all frequencies, appears in cum_frec [0]. Cumulative counts 
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must not exceed a predetermined maximum, Max- frequency, and the model implementation must
prevent  overflow by scaling  appropriately.  It  must  also  ensure  that  neighboring values  in  the
cum_freq [ ] array differ by at least 1. Otherwise the affected symbol cannot be transmitted. 

2.3 Incremental Transmission and Reception 

 A special  data  type,  code-value,  is  defined  for  these  quantities,  together  with  some  useful
constants: Top-value, representing the largest possible code-value, and First-qtr, Half, and Third-
qtr, representing parts of the range . Whereas in previously the current interval is represented by
[low, high), now it is [low, high]; that is, the range now includes the value of high. Actually, it is
more  accurate  (though  more  confusing)  to  say  that  the  interval  represented  is  [low,  high  +
0.11111...). This is because when the bounds are scaled up to increase the precision, zeros are
shifted into the low order bits of low, but ones are shifted into high. Although it is possible to write
the program to use a different convention, this one has some advantages in simplifying the code.
As the code range narrows, the top bits of low and high become the same. Any bits that are the
same can be  transmitted immediately,  since  they cannot  be affected by future narrowing.  For
encoding, since we know that low ≤ high this requires code like Image 3.4 

Image 3.4 : Incremental Transition Encoding

which ensures that,  upon completion, low < Half  ≤  high.  Care is taken to shift  ones in at the
bottom when high is scaled, as noted above. Incremental reception is done using a number called
value in which processed bits flow out the top (high-significance) end and newly received ones
flow in the bottom. Initially, start-decoding fills value with received bits. 
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2.4 Underflow

    As Image 3.1 shows, arithmetic coding works by scaling the cumulative probabilities given by
the model into the interval  [low, high] for each character transmitted. Suppose low and high are
very close together-so close that this scaling operation maps some different symbols of the model
onto the same integer in the  [low, high] interval.  This would be disastrous,  because if  such a
symbol actually occurred it would not be possible to continue encoding. Consequently, the encoder
must guarantee that the interval [low, high] is always large enough to prevent this. The simplest
way to do this is to ensure that this interval is at least as large as Max_frequency,  the maximum
allowed  cumulative  frequency  count  .  How could  this  condition  be  violated?  The  bitshifting
operation explained above ensures that low and high can only become close together when they
straddle Half. Suppose in fact they become as close as 

Then the next two bits sent will have opposite polarity, either 01 or 10. For example, if the next bit
turns out to be zero (i.e., high descends below Half and    [0, Half] is expanded to the full interval),
the bit after that will be one, since the range has to be above the midpoint of the expanded interval.
Conversely, if the next bit happens to be one, the one after that will be zero. Therefore the interval
can safely be expanded right now, its opposite must be transmitted afterwards as well. Thus [First-
qtr, Third-qtr] is expanded into the whole interval, remembering in bits-to- follow that the bit that
is output next must be followed by an opposite bit.  But what if, after this operation, it is still true
that 
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Image 3.5 illustrates this
situation, where the current [low, high] range (shown as a thick line) has been expanded a total of
three times. Suppose the next bit turns out to be zero, as indicated by the arrow in Imagee 3.5a
being below the halfway point. Then the next three bits will be ones, since the arrow is not only in
the top half of the bottom half of the original range, but in the top quarter, and moreover the top
eighth,  of that  half-this  is  why the expansion can occur three times.  Similarly,  as  Image 3.5b
shows, if the next bit turns out to be a one, it will be followed by three zeros. 

Image 3.5 : Scaling the interval to prevent underflow
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Consequently, we need only count the number of expansions and follow the next bit by that 
number of opposites . Using this technique the encoder can guarantee that, after the shifting 
operations, either 

or 

Therefore,  as  long  as  the
integer range spanned by the cumulative frequencies fits into a quarter of that provided by code-
values, the underflow problem cannot occur. This corresponds to the condition 

 

which is satisfied , since Max_frequency = 214 - 1 and Top_value = 216 - 1 More than 14 bits cannot
be used to represent cumulative frequency counts without increasing the number of bits allocated
to code_values. We have discussed underflow in the encoder only. Since the decoder’s job, once
each symbol has been decoded, is to track the operation of the encoder, underflow will be avoided
if it performs the same expansion operation under the same conditions. 

2.5 Overflow

Overflow cannot occur provided the product range x Max_frequency fits within the integer word
length available, since cumulative frequencies cannot exceed Max_frequency. Range might be as
large as Top_value + 1. so the largest possible product is 216(214 - 1). which is less than 230. Long
declarations are used for code_value and range to ensure that arithmetic is done to 32-bit precision.

2.6 Termination

To finish the transmission, it is necessary to send a unique terminating symbol (EOF-symbol,) and
then follow it by enough bits to ensure that the encoded string falls within the final range. Since

done_encoding can be sure that low and high are constrained by either  the equations above, it 
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need only transmit 01 in the first case or 10 in the second to remove the remaining ambiguity. It is
convenient  to  do this  using the  bit_plus_follow() procedure discussed earlier.  The  input_bit  ()
procedure will actually read a few more bits than were sent by output-bit(), as it needs to keep the
low end of the buffer full. It does not matter what value these bits have, since EOF is uniquely
determined by the last two bits actually transmitted. 

2.7  Models for Arithmetic Coding

  The algorithm be used with a model that provides a pair of translation tables index_to_char[ ]
and  char_to_index[ ], and a cumulative frequency array  cum_freq [ ], The requirements on the
latter are that 

Provided these conditions are satisfied, the values in the array need bear no relationship to the 
actual cumulative symbol frequencies in messages. Encoding and decoding will still work 
correctly, although encodings will occupy less space if the frequencies are accurate.  

2.7.1 Fixed Models 

The simplest kind of model is one in which symbol frequencies are fixed.  However, bytes that did
not  occur  in  that  sample  have  been given frequency  counts  of  one  in  case  they do occur  in
messages to be encoded (so this model will still work for binary files in which all 256 bytes occur).
Frequencies have been normalized to total 8000. The initialization procedure start_model () simply
computes a cumulative version of these frequencies , having first initialized the translation tables.

Execution  speed  would be  improved  if  these  tables  were  used  to  reorder  symbols  and
frequencies so that the most frequent came first in the cum_freq [ ] array.
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2.7.2 Adaptive Models

An adaptive model represents the changing symbol frequencies seen so fur in a message. Initially
all  counts might be the same (reflecting no initial  information), but they are updated,  as each
symbol is seen, to approximate the observed frequencies. Provided both encoder and decoder use
the same initial values (e.g., equal counts) and the same updating algorithm, their models will
remain in step.  The encoder receives the next symbol, encodes it,  and updates its  model.  The
decoder identifies it according to its current model and then updates its model.  Initialization is the
same  as  for  the  fixed  model,  except  that  all  frequencies  are  set  to  one.  The  procedure
update_model  (symbol) is  called  by both  encode_symbol  ()  and  decode_symbol  ()  after  each
symbol is processed. 

Updating  the  model  is  quite  expensive  because  of  the  need  to  maintain  cumulative  totals.
Frequency counts, which must be maintained anyway, are used to optimize access by keeping the
array in frequency order-an effective kind of self-organizing linear search.  Update_model ()  first
checks to see if the new model will exceed the cumulative-frequency limit, and if so scales all
frequencies down by a factor  of two (taking care to ensure that  no count scales to zero) and
recomputes cumulative values. Then, if necessary, update_model () reorders the symbols to place
the current one in its correct rank in the frequency ordering, altering the translation tables to reflect
the  change.  Finally,  it  increments  the  appropriate  frequency  count  and  adjusts  cumulative
frequencies accordingly.
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3.  BAC/CABAC Algorithm                                             
       The fundamental arithmetic coding algorithm that was showcased during the last chapter
doesn't cover every possible execution scenario. The algorithm doesn't function correctly while
sending the intermediate  bits  during execution while  it  also doesn't  take  into account  the last
remaining  bits  of  variable  L.  That  causes  a  faulty  result  to  be  sent  to  the  decoder,  with  the
following decoding process being erroneous as well.

   For that reasons, a variation of the basic algorithm will be showcased in this chapter, one that
corrects  the  aforementioned  irregularities  and,  more  importantly,  the  one  that  this  project  is
centered around. The algorithm consists of six basic  functions.  Initialization,  binary encoding,
renormalization, result output, model update and completion. 

Image 3.1  The core function of the BAC/CABAC algorithm

 The  arithmetic  coding  algorithm  begins  with  the  initialization  of  the  necessary  variables.
Following that, for each symbol of the message to be transmitted, utilizes repeatedly the series of
functions that were mentioned earlier, as the Image 3.1 suggests. The algorithm first incorporates
the current symbol to the coding process by adjusting the range from the previous iteration. It
renormalizes the range if need be, and sends the suitable bit to the decoder, again if the need for it
arises. Finally it updates the probability model for the next transmission. After the finalization of
the aforementioned process,  the encoder  informs the  decoder  about  the finish  of  the message
tranmission. 
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3.1 Initialization

At first it would be prudent to present the variables used by the algorithm and their corresponding 
initialization.

Variable Name Variable Description

c0 A counter for the appearance of zeroes that gets 
initialized to 1

c1 A counter for the appearance of ones that gets initialized
to 1

t The total number of processed symbols, that is the sum 
of C0 and C1, initialized to 2

bo A counter about the bits that get accumulated during the 
renormalization process. This variable corresponds to 
the bits_to_follow that was mentioned and analyzed in 
Chapter 2, initialized to 0. More information on b0 in 
the renormalization section

LPS The Least Probable Symbol. The value of this variable 
changes when the probability model of the algorithm 
gets updated, by getting values 0 or 1. It represents the 
symbol with the smaller appearance frequency.

MPS The Most Probable Symbol. The function of this 
variable is identical to that of the LPS but 
complementary to it. t represents the symbol with the 
greater appearance frequency.

L The lowest value of the interval [L, L+R]. It is 
initialized to 256, which is the ¼ of the initial range [0, 
1024]. In the final step of the process, the L will be sent 
to the decoder.

R The interval range. This value is used by both 
the encoding(to compute the updated L and R 
values) and renormalization (it is the value that 
controls the prime loop) processes. 
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3.2 Binary Coding

The core function of this algorithm is that Binary Coding. At this point,  the range R and low
interval point L are computed for the current processed symbol. These new values are computed
via the following formulas :

The Ci / t value is the appearance frequency of the current symbol. The c source code of this 
process is as follows in Image 3.2 

Image 3.2   Binary Arithmetic Encoding module
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3.3. Renormalization

The renormalization process is another function of great importance to arithmetic encoding. When
the interval range value becomes less than 256, that is the ¼ of the initial 1024 range, the most
significant bits of L and R become the same. In that case, those bits can be transmitted instantly
since the interval narrowing that follows won't affect them. After that transmission, the  L and R
values must be appropriately adapted for the next iteration of the process. 

However, the transmission of the most significant bits only when it is guaranteed without  errors.
That safety measure, makes certain that the value to be transmitted belongs exclusively to the
upper or lower bound of the interval.

If the transmission is unsafe, no value is sent. That case though, must be considered in the next
transmission. For that reason, the variable bo  is used, the one that stores the amount of bits to be
sent during a following transmission. This counter gets increased during each unsafe transition and
is restored to zero during a following safe one. For more detail on the matter of outstanding bits,
refer to section 2.4, since the bo variable is identical to the bits_to_follow. Image 3.3 depicts the
renormalization source code.

Image 3.3  Renormalization module
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3.4  Result Output

Following  the  renormalization  is  the  transmission  of  the  appropriate  bit.  Similar  to  the
renormalization process, when the range of the interval becomes sufficiently short, some bits must
be sent. So if the bo value is zero, only one bit will be transmitted, in the way it was defined in the
previous module. In any other case, that is if bo has a nonzero value, some additional bits must be
sent.  The bo variable in essence, provides the amount of bits that must be sent in a following
transmission, that will make the decoding process possible.  Image 3.4 depicts the output source
function.

Image 3.4  Output bits module

3.5 Model Update

After the transmission of a bit, the probability model must be updated for the next iteration. A
simple way to accomplish that is via the c0 and c1 variables, the comparison of which provides the
necessary information. The model update source code is as such.

Image 3.5  Model Update module
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3.6 Coding Finalization

Following the examination of each bit belonging to the input message, the value L must be sent. So
a series of actions will take place to ensure the correct transmission of the final bits, as well as
inform the  encoding  process  completion.  In  this  point,  the  value  of  variable  L will  be  sent
concluding the whole operation. In case of still existing outstanding bits, they will be sent before
the L. Image 3.6 depicts the source code of this function.

Image 3.6 Coding Finalization module
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PART B : The hardware implementation
The main objective of this thesis is to implement the algorithm BAC/CABAC presented in the last
chapter, on a hardware level, and deploy it to a reconfigurable architecture, in this case a ZedBoard
FPGA board designed by Xilinx. The first implementation is an original circuit designed by the
author in Verilog HDL, based on the algorithm, but adapted to be able to be synthesized. The
second one is a circuit product of High Level Synthesis, where a source C code, the one I quoted in
the previous chapter, is being parsed and synthesized into a Verilog schematic, able to be deployed
on an FPGA and also open to improvements using the appropriate tools. It should be prudent to
showcase the board on which this project was develeoped.

4.  The ZedBoard                                                              
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The ZedBoard is an evaluation and development board  based on the Xilinx Zynq 7000 Extensible
Processing Platform. Combining a dual Cortex A9 Processing System (PS) with 85,000 Series 7
Programmable  Logic  (PL)  cells,  the  Zynq  7000  EPP can  be  targeted  for  broad  use  in  many
applications. The ZedBoard’s robust mix of onboard peripherals and expansion capabilities make it
an ideal platform for both novice and experienced designers. It's memory capabilities include 512
MB of DD3 RAM, 256 Mb QSPI Flash memory and it incorporates interfaces like USB 2.0, USB
and J-TAG programming, 10/100/1G Ethernet port, as well as VGA and HDMI video ports and an
128x32 OLED display. It also include seven buttons plus two reset buttons and 9 switches for user
inputs, two oscillators one clocked at 33,333 MHz and the other at 100 MHz. The ZedBoard is
supported by both the Vivado Design Suite as well as the Vivado High-Level Synthesis tool, both
of which were of paramount importance in this endeavor. Image 4.1 showcases a design schematic
of the I/O capabilities of the board.

Image 4.1   System architecture‘s block diagram for Zynq-7000 AP SoC 

As mentioned before, the centerpiece of the FPGA is the two Cortex A9 core ARM processor,
which deploys the AXI protocol to connect the various peripheral to the processor. One can easily
load a Linux distribution OS and using existing drivers connect various peripherals, or make take
more realistic results for a custom made IP, thus making this board an extremely versatile tool. 
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5. The Verilog HDL implementation                       
The main issue with modeling the CABAC algorithm into a hardware design were the existence
and  the  need  of  handling,  either  dividing  or  multiplying,  real  numbers.  At  the  core  of  this
algorithm we  can  find  a  quotient  that  always  is  calculated  less  than  one,  the  probability  of
appearance corresponding to the current symbol. Synthesizable Verilog cannot handle either real
numbers per se or producing them via non-integer division. This quotient is quite essential to the
algorithm since it is used in calculating the Low bound of the interval in each iteration as well as
the range. 

A different course of action should have been taken regarding the computation of this quotient.
The solution came from the source code of the H.264 standard, specifically in the binary encoder
of the CABAC algorithm the biari_encode.c file.  Instead of calculating products and quotients
during  each  iteration,  a  Lookup  Table  system was  implemented.  The  idea  is  modeling  each
iteration as a state in an FSM, where the previous state along with the identification of the symbol
under examination as a most  or  least  possible symbol (MPS or LPS). The Lookup Tables for
next_state_LPS , next_state_MPS and rLPS are showcased in Appendix A. Image 5.1 illustrates a
state diagram for the first 10 states of the FSM.

Image 5.1  The State Diagram for the first 10 states of the LPS/MPS FSM
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The functions of these numbered states is to point to another Lookup Tabel. This table, named
rLPS_table, contains preset values for the product q*range, where q is the quotient of the division
between  the  number  of  appearances  of  the  current  symbol  and  the  total  number  of  symbols
examined thus far, and range is the range of the interval for the previous iteration (the name rLPS
is given since the product q*range equals the new range for the least probable symbol). This value
along with the value for low bound and range of the previous iteration, are the only components
needed to compute the low bound and range of the current iteration. In essence with a simple
memory load this method saves a large amount of clock cycles that otherwise would be wasted on
floating point multiplication and division. The number of the state point to the row of the rLPS
table. The column is pointed with a number produced by the logic shift of the previous range by 6
bits which is filtered through the number three via logic conjunction (range>>6& 2'b11). 

A second issue was hardware modeling the nested while loop in the renormalize module. Synthesis
tools cannot statically analyze a variable loop, resulting in inability to synthesize. For the first
while, an always block with an if clause sufficed. Always is similar to an infinite loop and placing
an if clause contains it similar to a controlled while loop. For the second, the while inside the
called bits_to_follow function,  a static  case statement was used,  with a state  for  each case of
possible outstanding bits count. The main loop terminates when the range becomes greater than
256. In addition each loop doubles said range regardless of branch direction taken inside it. Also
the minimum value for the range variable is 2, according to the rLPS Lookup Table in the case of 

being at the 63rd state and the current symbol is LPS. So the maximum number of iterations the
main while loop will execute is 8, since 2<<8  =  512 > 256.  As such a case was added for each
outstanding bit count from 1 to 8 with the according result to the final output. In the renormalize
module section this conundrum will be showcased more clearly. 

5.1 The top level

The top level contains the I/O logic, along with the initialization, the update values and produce
final  result  processes.  It  also  contains  instantiations  for  the  Binary  Coding  and  Renormalize
submodules. The main inputs on the circuit are the system clock, the system reset, the bin to be
coded as well as the length of said bin and a start signal. The outputs contain the coded result and
the length of it, to facilitate the decoder.
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Internal signals are the range of the current iteration range, the lower bound low, the current state
state,  the LPS/MPS status  MPS and  LPS,  the register for the input bin, the current bo counter
bo_next and the 0 and 1 symbol appearance counters c1 and c0.

The whole circuit works as an FSM, the states of which are assigned with the help of a hardware
counter.  The states are in actuality the enable signals for the submodules and functions of the
circuit. When the start signal is high, the counter initializes to 0 and starts counting. At counter = 1
the state becomes 2'b00. At counter = 2 it becomes 2'b01. At counter  = 3 it becomes 2'b11 and at
(counter = 11 or done_renorm) the state becomes 2'b10.  Finally when counter = 12 it resets to 0.

During the first  iteration,  the  input  bin is  assigned to  a  register  called  string_to_encode.  The
rightmost bit of said register represents the current symbol to encode. Also the MPS and LPS are
updated,  MPS  becoming  0  and  LPS  becoming  1.  The  register  length is  loaded  with  the
input_length.  The rest of the top level logic will be analyzed in chapter 5.4.

5.2 Binary Coding Module

This module is enabled by enable value of 00. This module gets the system clock, system reset and
current range, low bound, LPS, MPS and state values. In it there exist the instantiations for the
LPS_next_state, MPS_next_state and 4 rLPS lookup tables, one for each column of the original
table, as static ROMs. 

All of this modules take as input, aside from the clock and reset, the current state, which works as
a pointer to the next state, or the next value for the rLPS. The next state is stored in the BC_state
register, according to the probability status of the current symbol (LPS or MPS). The 4 rLPS table

outputs are stored in a four register table, and the logic conjunction  ((range>>6) & 2'b11) points
to the right table entry. Then, according with the aforementioned probability status the new low
bound and range are computed in registers BC_low and BC_range according to the original BAC
algorithm showcased earlier. 

Finally the three BC register signals are routed to the Renormalize Module.

5.3 Renormalize Module

This is the module containing the most logic of the circuit, calculating the range and low bound for
the next iteration, as well as produce part of the result each cycle. The inputs are as before, system
clock and reset, the BC_range and BC_low values loaded at the previous module, the outstanding 
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bit count from the previous iteration and the 2 bit enable signal. Two registers, R_range and R_low
are used to store the values of range and low bound after each normalization. 

When the enable signal is assigned the value 01, the inputted BC_range and BC_low values are
being  loaded  in  the  R_range and R_low  registers  along  with  the  bits_outstanding  count
bits_outstanding_prev from the previous  iteration into the  register  bits_outstanding.  Also,  two
more registers are initialized to zero, one that keeps the mid-result,  mid_result, the bits that are
being assigned to the output in this iteration, as well as a register for the number of these bits,
output_bits_counter.

When the  enable  signal  becomes  11,  the  renormalization  process  begins.  The  main  clause  to
trigger this process is the value of the interval range, loaded to register R_range. If the value is
higher than 256, or when it becomes through renormalization, the module produces a high signal
named done_renorm that, outputted to the top level module, causes the main FSM to jump to state
2'b10 (also assigning that value to the enable signal) and ignore the counter value. 

If the value of R_range is lower or equal to 256, renormalization must take place. There are three
distinct cases. The first is triggered if the high point of the interval (R_Range + R_low) is less than
256. Then, an 1'b0 bit is added to the mid_result register after it was left shifted by one bit and to
the  output_bits_counter   is  added  1  plus  the  value  of  bits_outstanding.  In  the  case  of
bits_outstanding is greater than zero, a number of bits equal to that register, of reverse polarity
than the bit that was added previously, are added to the  mid_result after it is left shifted by that
number.  The assignment is made through a case statement of  8 static cases,  corresponding to
bits_outstanding  value  1  to  8.  After  that,  the  bits_outstanding  counter  becomes zero,  and the
R_range and R_low values are left shifted by 1. If the value of  R_low is greater or equal to 512, a
similar process is followed. The mid_result is left shifted by one bit and a 1'b1 bit is added to it.
The  output_bits_counter   is increased like before and, in the case of  bits_outstanding is greater
than zero, a number of bits of reverse polarity to the bit that was just added, are added to the
mid_result register after it is left shifted by that number, using the same case statement as before.
Following that, the R_range and R_low (R_low is first decreased by 512) values are left shifted by
1. 

Finally,  the third and last  case is  the ambiguous,  narrow interval,  when the high point  of  the
interval (R_low + R_range) is larger than 256 and the low point of the interval is less than 512 (the
middle portion of the initial interval) . In this case the bits_outstanding counter is increased by 1,
followed by the left shift by 1 bit of both R_range and R_low. As it is showcased until now, the
R_range is left shifted by 1 in all three cases, and since the main clause for these cases to be
executed is R to be less or equal to 256, the number of executions is limited to the number of left 
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shifts the minimum possible value of R_range can go through. That minimum value can be seen in
the rLPS Lookup Table on Appendix A, which is 2, in the case the previous state is state 63 and the
current symbol is LPS (and BC_range will be assigned the value rLPS and not the range – rLPS).
So, the number of possible iterations executed in the Renormalize module is maximum 8. That is
the reason that there are 8 cases of outstanding_bits value, and the reason that the main hardware
counter  increases maximum 8 times before assigning the enable signal to the next function. 

The R_range,  R_low,  mid_result (as final_result), bits_outstanding, as R_bo (in case the R_range
became greater than 256 before adding them to the mid_result) and output_bits_counter are routed
back to the top module. 

5.4  Model Update

This is the final stage of the circuit, where all the essential values produced during the current
iteration,  are  loaded  to  the  main  module's  corresponding  registers,  and  the  probability  model
variables are updated. More specifically :

range takes the value of R_range

low takes the value of R_low

bo_next takes the value of R_bo

state takes the value of BC_state

result is left shifted by amount of output_bits_counter and the mid_result is added to it

0 and 1 bit appearance counters (c0 and c1) are increased based on the current symbol

LPS and MPS statuses are updated based on the aforementioned counters

string_to_encode is right shifted by one to prepare the next symbol to encode

length is decreased by 1 and

output_bits_number is increased by output_bits_counter

5.5 Produce output values
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When the length register  becomes zero,  it  means  that  all  the bits  of  the input  bin have been
encoded. This action triggers the finalization of the process, where there is performed a final check
for outstanding bits, similar to the case statements in the renormalization process. Following that,
the result register is shifted by 11 bits and the value of low updated after the last iteration is added
to it. The output_bits_number is increased also by 11 and finally the signal done_encode is raised
to 1, signaling the conclusion of the encoding process. 

The source code of the modules in Verilog HDL are showcased in Appendix A.

5.6 Simulation

A necessary step to validate any design is to simulate and observe the results. In this case, having
the software code as a reference point, the results of both are compared to test the validity of the
circuit. Image 5.3 illustrates the simulation process by means of a waveform, with input bin =
010101010101 (decimal value of 1365 for convenience), input_length = 12 and clock cycle of 20
ns.

Image 5.3  Circuit Simulation using Vivado Simulation

In Image 5.4 the analogous software execution is shown :
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Image 5.4  Execution of the BAC algorithm with LUTs 

As it can be seen, the results of software execution and circuit simulation coincide, meaning the
validation of the circuit functionality (range and low registers are kept for debugging reasons in the
simulation, to better showcase the validity of each cycle run by the circuit. Also the output value is
kept in decimal form for convenience)

The next and final step is to synthesize the circuit to be able to program it onto an FPGA, using the
Xilinx ZedBoard as a reference platform. Again, using the Vivado automated process, the circuit
was validated, analyzed, synthesized and implemented. Image 5.5 depicts the resources used (in
LUTs and flip-flops) and the timing analysis of the implementation. Finally in Image 5.6 is show
the implemented overview of the circuit.
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Image 5.5  Post Implementation Measurements
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Image 5.6  Implemented overview of the circuit
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6.  HLS Implementation                                                   
The next step of this project, is to synthesize a circuit similar to the previous one, this time in an
automated fashion by utilizing the Vivado HLS tool. Complementary to this, the produced circuit
will be exported as a stand-alone IP and connected to a Zynq processor as an accelerator, forming a
unique SoC based on the CABAC encoding.

6.1 The source Code

The first step is to create a piece of software in C language, that will capture the algorithm and will
be fed to the HLS tool to be synthesized. The original code developed by professor Mr. Sotiriou, is
in awk scripting language. The main advantage of awk is its offering unlimited precision, as noted
by the professor, executing flawlessly the algorithm without any loss. However this is not the case
in C, where even double precision variables still have limited precision. A side by side execution
of the two programs can illustrate the slow but gradual degeneration of the computed values in the
C execution. Images 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate this conundrum.

Image 6.1  Snapshot of a side by side execution in C and AWK
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Image 6.2  Snapshot of a side by side execution in C and AWK
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Image 6.3  Snapshot of a side by side execution in C and AWK

As one can see, the L computed in the last iteration is different in these two executions, a fact that
results in an also different output string, though the bits sent prior to the L are identical. In other
words, there is no way to truly emulate in C the pure BAC/CABAC algorithm. In addition to that
having  double  precision  variables  and  floating  point  multiplication  and  division  will  add
unnecessary complexity and latency to the circuit that will be produced form that code.  So once
again, the LUT table method, like in the previous chapter, will be implemented in the C code. The
output results will of course be different, since all intermediate values are calculated differently,
but the encoding is not a standalone process. Since the decoder will also be using LUTs there will
be no issue in decoding process. The only change to the original BAC/CABAC algorithm is the
addition of a variable state, that will stipulate the current state/pointer to the rLPS Lookup table. 
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Let it be noted also, that all updating variables such as R, L, MPS, LPS etc. are stated as static
globals, since pointer synthesis in HLS is very tricky to achieve and adds unnecessary complexity
to the design. The source C code can be found in Appendix B. 

6.2 High Level Synthesis and enhancements

Using  the  quite  user  friendly  GUI  provided  by  the  Vivado  HLS  tool,  synthesis  is  achieved
instantaneously by just pushing the corresponding button. The synthesized design is stored and can
be browsed freely, although the produced Verilog code is not friendly to the reader. The reports for
resources used, timing and the cosimulation with the source C code along with the running time in
clock cycles can be seen in image 6.4

Image 6.4 Reports for the first try at High Level Synthesis

As we can see, the output result coincides with the simulation of the Verilog circuit in the previous
chapter, although the execution time is more than double. Please refer to the simulation waveform
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 of the previous chapter showcasing that the circuit finished the encoding process in roughly 2000
ns on a 20 ns clock, which is approximately 100 clock cycles. 

The HLS tool however, provides methods to improve upon the circuit, by means of loop unrolling
and pipelining. The first step is to implement loop unrolling. Choosing the heaviest loops on the
code, and the most certain to execute like the integer-to-binary loop or the main encoding process,
a directive was added to them specifying a loop unroll by a factor of 2. This means that two loops
in  assembly  level  are  unrolled,  forming  a  software  pipeline  with  them  at  the  center,  and
initialization and finalizing pieces of code with preset displacement values for the store and load
operations. The results for this enhancement can be shown in Image 6.5

Image 6.5  High Level Synthesis with loop unroll factor of 2

The circuit performance improved by 32 clock cycles at the expense of more than 200 flip-flops and 1200 LUTs.
Again it's execution efficiency is less than half than the Verilog coded circuit. In the next step the loops will be
unrolled  by a  factor  of  4  to  see  if  there  is  any significant  improve upon execution  duration.  Inserting  again
directives for loop unroll with a factor of 4 on the heavy loops, the designed is again synthesized and cosimulated
with the C source code producing the results shown in Image 6.6
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Image 6.6   High Level Synthesis with loop unroll factor of 4

This directive actively brought the execution time down from 200 cycles without any added need
for resources from the FPGA. However the improvement brought upon by this directive is minute.
The need arises  for  another  approach.  This  time the  enhancement  that  will  be  utilized  in  the
synthesized design is pipelining. By doing an analysis on the assembly code type execution, it is
clear that the longest loop is the main one. It is the one that reads one symbol and enables the
whole process of encoding, renormalizing and result outputting. This serial type of execution of
this loop makes it the perfect candidate to be pipelined. So adding the pipeline directive to the
existing unrolled loop, synthesizing and cosimulating it with the source code yields the results
shown in Image 6.7.
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Image 6.7   High Level Synthesis with pipelining on the main loop

The gain once again is very small, just 8 cycles, although small is the increase in LUT and flip flop
resources as well. Trying to make more loops pipelined proved ineffective, Although the gain in
clock cycles was significant, there was a high increase in the estimated clock cycle period, almost
doubling it. So with that improvement the was optimized as much as the HLS tool can offer. But
even  with  these  enhancements  implemented,  the  Verilog  circuit  presented  in  the  last  chapter,
remains almost two times faster and implemented at a fraction of the hardware resources. Instead
of one fully optimized HLS-produced implementation, at least eight of the chapter 5 circuits can
be deployed on the FPGA. The level of simplicity however provided by the HLS tool, makes it a
fine replacement for a time consuming custom built Verilog circuit, especially one as small in area
as this one. 
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The final stage of this project is to export the HLS synthesized circuit as a custom IP, with an AXI
interface mediating I/O and connecting it to a Zynq processor. First the input and output of the
circuit are defined by pragmas as AXIv4 interfaced ports. This step is accomplished by adding
directives to the aforementioned ports  specifying them as interfaced outputs  and checking the
AXIv4 option. The resulted synthesized circuit is exported as an independent IP on the project
folder.  Then,  using the Vivado Design Suite,  the simulated  waveform is  loaded to  ensure the
validity of the circuit's function. Image 5.8 illustrates that waveform

Image 6.8  Simulation waveform for the HLS synthesized IP with implemented AXI interface

It can be observed, that the produced output, stored in the s_axi_AXILiteS_RDATA[31:0] is 
identical to that of the C execution and the chapter 5 Verilog simulation. It is also worth noting the 
function of the AXI interface, where a clock cycle before the produced output an address is loaded 
on RADDR register followed by a high RREADY signal and the correct output. 

6.3 SoC Production

The circuit is then added to the IP repository of the Vivado Design Suite, and added to a block 
design along with the instantiation of a Zynq processor, preset for the ZedBoard platform. An
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 additional interrupt signal is added to the processor along with modules to facilitate the AXI 
protocol. Finally all of the modules are connected together, forming a unique SoC, the block 
diagramm of which can be seen in Image 6.9

Image 6.9 The SoC consisting of a Zynq processor and the CABAC accelerator unit interfaced with AXI

Finally, an HDL wrap is produce to make this collection of modules just one, and it is verified,
synthesized, implemented and producing the programmable bitstream to load on the ZedBoard.
Images 6.10 and 6.11 illustrate the synthesized statistics and the implemented design respectively. 

Image 6.9  Synthesized SoC implementation measurements
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Image 6.10  Synthesized SoC implementation design
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7.  Closing Remarks / Future                                           
As it was shown during the previous two chapters, the hardware implementation of the CABAC
algorithm proves to be highly efficient, with approximately 100ns real time execution of encoding
a 11 bit string. Truth be told, the circuit can be improved upon with certain techniques. Pipeline
registers for instance, can be utilized between each module, to effectively load at least 4 inputs at
the same time, without great increases in resources need (such as FFTs or LUTs). 

In the SoC implementation, more than one accelerators can be connected to the same processor, to
achieve  a  level  of  pseudo  parallelism,  loading  for  example  ten  different  bins  on  ten  distinct
modules to be encoded at the same time. Also, a software code could be created and loaded on the
SoC to activate and use the accelerators, which compared to the source code executed on a similar
machine, could provide a more hands-on comparison between hardware and software.

HLS though not so efficient as the implementations showcased, is an excellent tool to produce a
hardware module, validate it and synthesize it with the push of a button. Such ease of use more
than counterbalance the inefficiencies of the produced circuit, inefficiencies compared of course to
a similar custom made Verilog module that could require weeks or even months to develop.

A thought  provoking  concept  is  also  the  development  of  a  complementary  decoding  circuit,
mirroring the encoding process and using the same efficient techniques (such as LUTs instead of
division/multiplication). The modules could be paired and help a computer peripheral handle or
transmit faster large vectors, without any losses whatsoever by quickly and efficiently encoding
and decoding said vector.

Finally, although it is highly unlike to be achieved due to the serial nature of the algorithm, an
effort could be made to truly parallelize the code, that is to succeed in encoding more than one
symbol in the same time. The need to update many values and use them as feed for the next
iteration  all  but  forbid  said  hypothetical  improvement,  although  some  things,  unthinkable
otherwise, may be achieved just by looking at them form a different angle.
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APPENDIX A

Verilog Source Code

Main module CABAC
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Module Binary Coding
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Module Renormalize
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rLPS LookUp Table
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next_state_LPS, next_state_MPS
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APPENDIX B

C Source Code

Global variables

Binary encode Function
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write_one_bit Function  /  bit_plus_follow Function   

renormalize Fuction
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output_bits Function

done_encode Function
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CABAC Function (top function)
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